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Abstract

Europe’s recent strategic aviation research
agenda, Flightpath 2050, asks for enabling four
hour or less door-to-door travel time for 90%
of all Intra-European travelers. To statistically
deduce passenger air travel times, this paper
presents a spatio-temporal graph search and
passenger allocation algorithm that combines
aggregated demand data and published flight
schedules. The results indicate that 90% of all
current Intra-European air travelers require four
hour or less from origin airport to destination
airport, rather than from door-to-door. Most pas-
sengers require 60-90 minutes to reach their final
destination airports, but markets with a travel
time between 90 and 210 minutes experienced
greater growth rates. The share of journeys
that take a long time to complete is highest
for departures in the early morning or around
noon. The vast majority of all Intra-European
passengers travel direct and the directness of
the overall system increased from 2002 to 2012,
largely due to the emergence of low cost carriers.
The results indicate that the demand structure
of European air transport is such that there is
only a very limited number of non-revolutionary
measures that could make the Flightpath 2050
travel time goal achievable in the near future.

1 Introduction

Air transport is the only mode of transportation
that hauls people and goods over long distances
in a time efficient manner. From the perspec-
tive of lean management[1], an ideal air trans-

port system would provide a direct flight every
time a passenger wants to travel. However, due
to economic and ecological constraints, airlines
compete by offering a finite number of flights at
a limited number of points in time. Temporal ef-
ficiency is a scarce resource in air transportation
systems.

Europe’s long term vision for aviation re-
search, Flightpath 2050[2], asks for improving
temporal performance for a growing number of
journeys. By the year 2050, this call to action
demands that 90% of all Intra- European travel-
ers are able to complete their door-to-door jour-
ney within four hours. While achieving this goal
will also require multi-modal and procedural im-
provements, the capabilities of air transport by
itself should create a favorable operational envi-
ronment that supports time-efficient travel. Iden-
tifying the key factors that eventually will help
achieving this goal requires answering at least
two questions.

1. What is an appropriate way to measure and
model temporal integration in the Euro-
pean air transport system on a macroscopic
level?

2. What is the current temporal integration
performance of European Air Transport?

The goal of this paper is to contribute to answer-
ing these questions, foster research in suitable
improvement strategies and support relevant de-
cision makers by providing insight in current sys-
tem peculiarities.
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2 Literature Review

Most papers that study the architecture of air
transportation networks focus on static aspects.
Typical topics are spatial concentration and hub
development[4, 5], centrality[6] and other non-
temporal measures[7, 8].

Several previous works studied temporal as-
pects of air transport. Burghouwt and de Wit[9]
use the concentration of flight arrival and depar-
ture times to cluster the network of European
airlines. Paleari et al.[10] compared the con-
nectivity of aviation networks in China, Europe
and the US by calculating time-dependent opti-
mal paths between each pair of airports. They
found that the European network provided the
most homogenous level of service to the passen-
gers. Similarly, by calculating the shortest travel
time path between the worlds largest airports,
Redondi et al.[11] demonstrate the competition
between airport hubs and the influence of geo-
graphic position on hub performance.

The study of temporal aspects has re-
cently also drawn interest in complex network
research[12]. For air transport studies, Pan and
Saramäki[13] adapted a number of concepts from
complex networks theory that are applicable for
temporal networks.

These previous studies provided valuable in-
sight into temporal aspects of air transportation.
However, they either considered only the flight
network ( neglecting passenger demand), or they
assumed demand between each airport node in
the network and often calculated optimal paths
between these nodes. However, passenger de-
mand networks are typically not fully connected
but show more subtle linking pattern[14]. Our
previous research indicated that including con-
siderations on the interdependence between sup-
ply and demand provides insight that can not be
drawn from consideration of the flight network
alone[14, 15, 16].

This paper describes the temporal integra-
tion of the European air transport system by ade-
quately considering both, flight network and pas-
senger origin-destination demand. Here, tem-
poral integration refers to how the structure of
scheduled air traffic affects the journey time for

all traveling passengers.

3 Approach: Measuring Temporal Integra-
tion in European Air Transport

The Flightpath 2050 goals asks for a maximum
door-to-door time of four hours for 90% of all
Intra-European travelers. The definition of what
comprises Europe in this case is not unique. Po-
tential geographic definitions could range from
excluding all nations that are not part of the Euro-
pean Union, up to including the entire geographic
extent of Russia (default setting in the used com-
mercial database). Here, we included all conti-
nental European nations plus the Azores and Ca-
nary islands. Since Flightpath 2050 stimulates a
long term focus, we also included the country of
Turkey as an emerging economic power that will
likely play an important role in future air trans-
portation. Fig. 1 shows the airports that make up
the European air transport network in the defini-
tion of this paper.

Fig. 1 Airports of the European Passenger Air
Transport System. Node size indicates number
of arriving passengers in April 2012.

Assessing the temporal integration of current
European air travel requires statistics of total pas-
senger air travel time, which we define as the
elapsed time between the scheduled departure
time of the first flight and the scheduled arrival
time of the last flight of a given itinerary. An
itinerary I = ( fAB, fBC, ...) (or temporal passen-
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ger path) is defined as a tuple of scheduled flights
f describes the travel path.

A critical condition for evaluating temporal
integration is data availability. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no database, neither publicly
nor commercially available, that contains all in-
dividual passenger paths including flight times.
The database available for this study is based
on computer reservation systems and other data
sources. It contains information on both, airline
flight schedules and monthly aggregated passen-
ger path information. The latter consists of num-
ber of passengers per path, origin airport, destina-
tion airport, connecting airports and the airlines
for all legs. This information is called the topo-
logical passenger path P = (sAB,sBC, ...), where
s are segments that provide information on con-
nected airports but not the flight times. The num-
ber of passengers that took that path is N(P) and
The number of segments l is called path length.

To statistically deduce air travel times, an al-
gorithm combines a spatio-temporal graph search
with a capacity-based passenger allocation proce-
dure. Fig. 2 illustrates the approach for a simplis-
tic example.

A

H

B

a1 a2

a3 b1 a4 a5

Fig. 2 Demonstration of the Temporal Path As-
signment Algorithm using a Time-Space Map
(time is progressing towards the right). Squares
indicate airports, the colored lines are flights
(color indicates airlines) and the green boxes de-
note valid connection time frames. For a given
topological path from A to B via H with airline a,
valid itineraries are (a1,a4) and (a2,a5)

Each topological passenger path can be re-
alized by different itineraries (that contain the

available flights). The first step is therefore to
create a set of candidate itineraries for each topo-
logical passenger path based on the published
flights schedules and topological passenger paths

f (P) = I (1)

These itineraries contain detailed flight informa-
tion, including departure and arrival time of each
leg, as well as the seat capacities of each flight.
The itineraries are generated based on an as-
sumed minimum and maximum connection time
30min ≤ tconnect ≤ 90min. If no connection was
found, the flight with the shortest connection time
that is longer than 90 minutes was used. For each
candidate itinerary, the total air travel time T (I)
is the sum of all flight and connection times. The
results were relatively insensitive to varying the
bounds on the connection time.

Each itinerary I has a flight with a minimum
capacity Cmin(I). The vector Cmin contains the
minimum seat capacities of each itinerary in I.
The second step assigns a number of passengers
to each itinerary based on the minimum capac-
ity of an itinerary. It appears reasonable to as-
sume that airlines ensured that for two itineraries
that are otherwise identical (same connecting air-
ports, same airline), the one that contains only
large aircraft is used by more passengers than one
that only contains small aircraft. Thus, the num-
ber of passenger N(I) that took a given itinerary
I is given by

N(I) =
Cmin(I)
Cmin1

N(P) (2)

In summary, the algorithm assigns passengers
to itineraries based on the share of the itinerary’s
minimal capacity flight per sum of minimal ca-
pacities of all itineraries for a given path. This
procedure provides information on the number of
passenger N(I) that had an air travel time T (I) for
all valid itineraries.

A system property related to temporal inte-
gration is the directness of passenger travel paths.
Directness here refers to how similar the struc-
ture of passenger demand is to the supply of of-
fered airline flights. In a point-to-point network
structure (the configuration with the highest di-
rectness), airlines offer a flight on each demand
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market and passengers do not have to connect. In
contrast, a hub-and-spoke configuration reduces
the number of connected airports but requires
some passengers to connect. Thus, two aspects
of directness are the number of flights and the
connecting behavior of passengers. Following
Ref. [14], two normalized directness measures
are therefore of interest. The topological direct-
ness indicates the form similarity of the supply
and the demand network

D1 =
Number o f Direct Connections

Number o f Markets
(3)

The second directness measure captures the
passenger perspective and indicates the mean
number of legs per passenger. Thus, the weighted
directness measure is

D2 =
∑N(P)l
∑N(P)

(4)

Equation 4 simply relates the number of legs
flown by passengers to the number of passengers.
In a point-to-point network D1 = D2 = 1, and for
more indirect systems D1 < 1 and D2 > 1.

4 Results: Temporal Integration of Euro-
pean Air Transport

The Flightpath 2050 goal targets a share of pas-
sengers that have a common upper bound travel
time (90% share with t<240min). To gain insight
into overall market mechansims, it appears de-
sirable to not only consider the 90% passenger
share, but to have an overview of upper bound
travel times for all shares of passenger.

Figure 3 shows cumulative travel time distri-
butions for the month of April in 2002, 2007 and
2012. The distribution reveals that in 2012, 10%
of all passengers had a travel time of 60 min-
utes or less, 40% had an air travel time below 90
minutes and, most importantly, 90% of all Intra-
European air travelers required less than four
hours (240 minutes) from origin airport to desti-
nation airport. Note that the Flightpath 2050 goal
asks for the same travel time for the same share of
passengers, but for door-to-door travel (and not
ramp-to-ramp). Transportation to and from the

airports, airport processing (e.g. check-in, bag-
gage handling, security) and gate waiting times
can easily add another hour or more to passen-
ger door-to-door travel time, making the Flight-
path 2050 goal appear unrealistic to achieve in
the near future.

Comparing the cumulative travel time distri-
bution in 2002 and 2012 reveals a change in travel
behavior. Below 150 minutes, the same share of
passengers had lower upper bound travel times in
2002 compared to those in 2012. For example,
in 2002, 50% of all passengers traveled less than
or equal to 95 minutes, while in 2012, 50% of all
passenger had a travel time below or equal to 110
minutes. For travel times greater than 150 min-
utes, the situation is the opposite and upper bound
travel time became lower in 2012. As mentioned,
10% of all passenger traveled more than 240 min-
utes in 2012, while in 2002, 15% exceeded the
four hour threshold.

To better understand the change in travel
behavior, Fig. 4 displays passenger share per
binned travel time. The results suggest that the
largest share of passengers have a travel time be-
tween 60-90 minutes, followed by 90-120 min-
utes and 120-150 minutes. However, relative pas-
senger share has significantly changed from 2002
to 2012. In particular, the share of passengers that
had a travel time of 60-90 minutes decreased in
favor of travel times between 90 and 180 minutes.
Note that this decrease does not mean that the ab-
solute number of passenger decreased, but rather
that passenger growth in the 60-90 minutes por-
tion (+0.4%) was lower compared to passenger
growth in longer travel time intervals(+1.4% for
90-120 min and 120-150 min, +1.94% for 150-
180 min). The share of passengers traveling more
than 180 minutes was stagnating.

The passenger growth rate pattern helps ex-
plaining three manifestations of the cumulative
travel time distribution in Fig. 3.

First, the share of passengers traveling more
than 150 minutes remained constant (25%). This
provides an explanation for the crossing of the
2002 and 2012 lines at 150 minutes in Fig. 3.

Second, the growing share of passengers that
travel 90 to 150 minutes led to an increase in up-
per bound journey times below 150 minutes. For
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Fig. 3 Cumulative Travel Time Distributions for April 2002, 2007 and 2012.

these intervals a greater share of passengers trav-
eled a longer time. As a consequence, there was
a downward shift of the cumulative distribution
curve for travel times less than 150 minutes.

Third, the intervals from 150 to 210 minutes
experienced far greater growth rates than inter-
vals with an even longer travel times, leading
to an upward shift of the cumulative distribution
(greater share of passengers had a lower travel
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Fig. 4 Passenger share breakdown per travel time
interval from 2002 until 2012.

time) for travels longer than 150 minutes. This
development contributed to reducing the share of
passengers that had travel times greater than 240
minutes.

Besides an aggregated view on travel time
variation, another important aspect of temporal
integration is its dependence on the journey start-
ing time. Figure 5 plots the distribution and varia-
tion of travel times over hourly intervals of depar-
ture time, and the share of passengers that started
the journey in these intervals for the month of
April in 2002 and 2012. Thus, the results do not
show a particular day during April 2002 or 2012,
but rather an average over all days of the month.

The vast majority of passengers began their
journey during typical airport business hours, i.e.
between 6h and 22h of local departure time. Due
to mitigating excessive noise for people living in
the vicinity, many European airports have imple-
mented a curfew hour scheme that prohibits, or
imposes stringent limits, on departures and ar-
rivals during night time. The few passengers that
do start at night time do not significantly con-
tribute to cumulative travel times. Since the share
of these passengers is so low, it is not surprising
that small variation led to big changes in the off-
hours region of Fig. 5. The results of the passen-
ger assignment algorithm suggests that in 2002,
most passengers began their journey between 7-8
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Fig. 5 Passenger travel times (boxes and left axis) and passenger share (grey line and right axis) per
departure hour interval in 2002 (top) and 2012 (bottom). The lower whisker indicates 10% passenger
share, the upper whisker denotes 90% passenger share. The box distinguishes first quartile, median and
third quartile.

h and there is another peak in the 17-18h interval.
In 2012, peaks exist in the same time intervals
yet they are not as distinctive as 10 years before.
Overall, passenger share became somewhat more
evenly distributed during normal airport operat-
ing hours.

In virtually all on-hours departure time in-
tervals, the travel time distribution is skewed to
the right (or to the top, for this type of display),
i.e. most travel times are small, but there exist a

few exceptionally large ones. The box plot visu-
ally indicates that skewness was higher in 2002
than in 2012, with the median values more heav-
ily shifted towards the 25% quartile box limit.
This goes in line with a decrease in travel time
spread. While the boxes (representing the mid-
dle 50% of all passenger) span 1.5 to 2 hours
in 2002, the interquartile range reduced to one
hour in 2012. Similarly, the spread of the 80%
passenger share (difference between upper and
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lower whisker) showed a significant reduction.
The reduction of skewness and spread suggests
an increasing number of journey durations that
are closer to the median travel time of a given de-
parture interval.

Median travel times are largest around noon
(12-13h in 2002, 11-12h in 2012) or in the early
morning hours, but seldom exceeding 120 min-
utes. Minimum median travel times occur in
the 8-9h interval and during the end of typi-
cal airport operating hours. Flights that start
late can only reach short-distance targets before
night time landing restrictions become effective
at the destination airport. Additionally, curfew
hours often prohibit passengers arriving late in
the evening to connect to flights that leave the
same day.

In 2002, more than 10% passengers had a
travel time greater than 240 minutes – given the
journey started before 18h. Thus, the 4 hour/90%
threshold was not achieved for the most part of
the day. Only evening and night time intervals
showed a significant decrease in travel time for
90% of departing passengers.

In agreement with the cumulative distribution
in Fig. 3, the travel time for 90% passengers
was below or equal to 4 hours for most depar-
ture time intervals in 2012. The share of journeys
that take a long time to complete is highest in the
early morning (5-8 h) or around noon (11h-15h).
While the first interval corresponds to a peak in
the overall passenger share, the latter is a time of
low-to-medium passenger traffic. The other time
intervals during normal operating hours have an
upper bound travel time for 90% of the passen-
gers that is below 4 hours. Thus, while the ’four
hour rule’ is violated in the morning high-traffic
interval (7-8h), 90% of the passengers that depart
during the evening peak hour from 17-18h have
travel times of less than 220 minutes.

So far, the analysis discussed the details of
the air travel time development in Intra-European
travel. To provide insight into one of the main
drivers of this development, it is necessary to
study how flight connecting behavior changed.
Equations 3 and 4 introduced different measure
for directness in air transportation. Fig. 6 plots
topological versus weighted directness for the

Top 20 European airlines in terms of origin- des-
tination passengers as well as the entire market.
Fig. 6 suggests that there is a dependence of topo-
logical and weighted directness in this market.

In April 2002, the average number of seg-
ments per passenger itinerary was 1.1, with
flights only on 23.9% of all routes between air-
ports that are part of a common demand market.
The largest airlines all operated relatively indi-
rect networks. Air France (0.15/1.05), Lufthansa
(0.13/1.18) and SAS (0.09/1.2) were the three air-
lines that transported the largest number of Intra-
European travelers. Market share of carriers with
a higher directness was low, with Ryanair and
easyJet ranked 7th and 8th in terms of demand
passengers.

According to Fig. 6, there were direct flights
on 25.7% of all markets and the average number
of hops per passenger reduced to 1.04 in 2012.
The largest Intra-European airlines, Ryanair and
easyJet, were point-to-point operatores. Taken
together, these two airlines had more than six
times the number of passengers as the third
largest airline, Lufthansa. The latter operates a
typical hub-and-spoke system, where 7% of mar-
kets have a direct connection and an average leg-
per-itinerary coefficient of 1.16. While this num-
ber is higher than those of the point-to-point car-
riers, it still shows an increase in directness com-
pared to the 2002 value.

A general observation here is an increase in
system directness over the ten year period of con-
sideration. The share of passengers that traveled
more than one leg during their Intra-European
journey reduced from 15% in 2002 to only 8% in
2012. A major contribution to this evolution was
the emergence of Low-cost-carriers in the Intra-
European market and the market-leading position
they posses today. Additionally, even more tradi-
tional hub-and-spoke carriers showed an increase
in the passenger-related directness metric.

The increased system directness has profound
implications for potential measures to reduce
Intra-European travel time. Since the flight net-
work closely matches the demand network, the
typical travel times are, in most cases, equal to
the duration of a single flight. In other words,
there is a significant share of passengers on mar-
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Fig. 6 Directness of the Intra-European Passenger Transport Segment of European Airlines. The blue
bubbles indicate airlines, the red bubble denotes overall market directness. The bubble size illustrates an
airline’s share on the total number of demand passengers.

kets with a direct airport-to-airport flight time
that makes four hour travel prohibitive.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper proposed an integrated algorithm for
deducing passenger travel time from aggregated
demand data and published flight plans. The
algorithm evaluated the temporal integration of
Intra-Euorpan passenger air travel between 2002
and 2012.

The findings should be seen in the light of
the recent European high level strategic research
agenda (Flightpath 2050) that asks for 90% of all
Intra-European travelers reaching their final des-
tination within four hours. This paper demon-
strated that, if only passengers traveling by air-
plane are considered, 90% of all passengers have
an airport-to-airport travel time of less four hours
in 2012. There would be no extra time left for
airport processing and transportation from and to
the airport. The travel time distribution has de-
veloped in such a way that a growing share of
passenger itineraries were completed in less than
four hours, i.e. in favor of the Flightpath 2050
goal.

In the current system, many passengers travel

direct. Since less than 10% of all passengers
connect, measures to improve connection perfor-
mance for Intra-European travels will have only a
marginal impact on overall system performance.
Rather, there are a significant number of demand
markets that would require more than four hours
to complete even if a direct flight would be of-
fered.

One obvious option for reducing flight time
is increasing flight speed. However, current air-
craft flight velocities are already close to Mach 1,
providing only a very narrow region for improve-
ment. From the current perspective, any super-
sonic Intra-European travel can safely be ruled
out due to supersonic travel being prohibited over
land virtually in the entire world and the absence
of plans for supersonic aircraft concepts that tar-
get short ranges.

Since scheduled flight times often include
ample time for ground and terminal operations
(like taxiing and navigation near the airports),
there is some improvement potential for these
parts of the flight mission. Since these improve-
ment are in the order of minutes, the impact of
overall system performance is still limited.

Even if airport passenger processing time
would be cut dramatically (Flightpath 2050 asks
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for a seamless air travel experience), there is still
the need for a radical cut in transportation time to
get to and from airports. Thus, what is need is a
better integration of airports into other modes of
transportation. Alternatively, opening more re-
gionally distributed airports could reduce trans-
portation time. A more revolutionary approach
would be to investigate more-personalized air
transportation concepts that pick up passengers
from closer to origin and bring them closer to
their final destination than the current system.

This paper focused on scheduled air traffic.
The impact of disruptions on real world flight op-
erations ( e.g. influence of weather) could high-
light additional aspects of temporal integration.

Ref. [3] asks for customer-oriented metrics to
monitor Europe’s mobility system performance.
The four hour goal sets such an overall perfor-
mance target, but it is biased if an increasing
number of passengers travel between more dis-
tant airports. Thus, this goal might not do justice
to mirror the concerns of passengers in the most
illuminating way. We would like to foster fu-
ture research on travel time measures that support
stakeholders in improving Europe’s air transport
network and better suit passenger needs. The re-
sults presented here provide a performance base-
line for temporal integration of current European
air transport.
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